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Abstrakt
Tato pra´ce popisuje jak prˇ´ıpravu na portaci, tak samotnou portaci Linuxove´ho modulu
RedirFS na operacˇn´ı syste´m FreeBSD. Jsou zde popsa´ny za´kladn´ı rozd´ıly prˇ´ıstupu k Lin-
uxove´mu a FreeBSD ja´dru, da´le rozd´ıly v implementaci, pro RedirFS za´sadn´ı, cˇa´sti ja´dra
a sice VFS vrstvy. Da´le zkouma´ mozˇnosti a r˚uzne´ prˇ´ıstupy k implementaci funkcionality
linuxove´ho RedirFS na operacˇn´ım syste´mu FreeBSD. Na´sledneˇ jsou zhodnoceny mozˇnosti a
navrzˇen idea´ln´ı postup portace. Na´sleduj´ıc´ı kapitoly pak popisuj´ı pozˇadovanou funkcional-
itu spolu s navrhovanou architekturou nove´ho modulu. Da´le je detailneˇ popsa´n na´vrh a
implementace nove´ho modulu tak, aby meˇl cˇtena´rˇ jasnou prˇedstavu jaky´m zp˚usobem modul
implementuje pozˇadovanou funkcionalitu.
Abstract
This thesis describes preparation for porting as well aw porting itself of RedirFS Linux
kernel module to FreeBSD. Basic differences between Linux and FreeBSD kernels are de-
scribed as well as differences in implementation of the Virtual Filesystem, crucial part for
RedirFS. Further there are described possibilities and different approaches to implemen-
tation RedirFS functionality to FreeBSD. Then, the possibilities are evaluated and ideal
approach is proposed. Next chapters introduces erquired functionality of the new module
as well as its solutions. Then the implementation details are describet so the reader can
very well understand how the new module works and how the required functionality is
implemented into the module.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
RedirFS is a Linux kernel module, framework, which provide new layer between the virtual
filesystem and filesystem drivers [1], to allow redirecting and modifications of filesystem
operations, like file, dentry and inode operations. The RedirFS is a framework, it means,
that it provide infrastructure to write filters with different functionality to add new features
to underlying filesystems.
RedirFS framework provide functionality to implement userspace utilities like virus
scanner, data encryption, transparent compression or merging contents of several directories
into one [1].
In this thesis, I will describe RedirFS framework in detail as well as kernel logic which
enables RedirFS to work and, on the other hand, the kernel logic without which is imple-
menting module functionality like this almost impossible. Further I will describe several
possibilities to port Redirfs module to other operating system, to be specific, FreeBSD op-
erating system. I will try to describe each possibility in detail and provide reasons why it
is, or is not, suitable way of doing this port.
1.1 Objectives of this thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to learn how virtual filesystem in both Linux and
FreeBSD kernels works, to understand how the RedirFS framework is implemented and
finally to figure out a way to provide RedirFS functionality in FreeBSD kernel.
It is not an easy task, because it requires understanding of kernels of two operating
system, which, even when Linux is unix-based OS, are different in many ways. But I belive
that this thesis will create a good basis, which allows me to create RedriFS port for FreeBSD
in the future.
Further, based on the decisions which will came up from the investigations of the port
possibilities I will create a new FreeBSD kernel module which will implement the RedirFS
functionality. I will describe describe its design in detail as well as implementation itself.
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Chapter 2
Kernel
Kernel is the basic part of computer operating system. It is loaded into memory through
the system startup and control and serve resources needed to run programs as well as itself.
In this chapter I will describe both Linux and FreeBSD kernels, their history, simplified
architecture and how those kernels are developed.
User
Programs
Kernel
Hardware
Figure 2.1: Kernel Placement
2.1 Linux
Linux is monolithic kernel, but some people call it hybrid kernel thanks to its architecture,
which in many ways is not strictly monolithic. Linux kernel is open source and it is dis-
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tributed under GPL licence. It is developed by many people and corporations from all over
the world and its development is driven by large developers community with its founder
Linux Torvalds in the front.
Linux is thought to be UNIX-like kernel, but even there are some architecture differ-
ences, the major difference is, that Linux is used on very wide variety of applications from
big clusters and supercomputers, to small embedded devices like cell phones and even in-
telligent plugs. But aside of that, Linux does not contain any UNIX source code and it is
not certified by the Open Group, thus we can not call it UNIX [2].
In this thesis I am interested just in two parts of the Linux kernel. One of it is Virtual File
System described later in section 3.2 and second is loadable kernel module infrastructure.
2.1.1 Modules
The Linux kernel is modular, allowing the dynamic insertion and removal of code from
the kernel at run-time [3]. Related subroutines, data and interface are grouped together
into single binary, loadable object, called a module. Modules allow kernel to be small and
effective in one application and very universal with plenty of device drivers and capabilities
in other applications.
Module provide an easy way to insert, remove or reload kernel code, or even the whole
subsystem on-the-fly. Linux provide some userspace utilities to handle module operations:
modinfo Show many information about module such as author, licence, what parameters
does it accept, module dependencies, aliases etc.
lsmod List modules loaded in kernel.
insmod Load a file with a module and initialize module.
rmmod Remove specific module from the kernel.
modprobe This program can load and remove module, or modules, to and from the kernel.
It takes module name as parameter and it can determine module dependencies and
load, or remove, them too. You can rename modules, create aliases.
Linux kernel module, as described before, is independent block of code in one or more
stand-alone files. Writing a kernel module is more like writing a new application, unlike
development on core subsystems of the kernel. To write a module it must have some
mandatory functions and macros. This is an example of the very simple Linux kernel
module:
#include <Linux/ i n i t . h>
#include <Linux/module . h>
MODULE LICENSE( ”GPL” ) ;
MODULEAUTHOR( ”Lukas Czerner ” ) ;
stat ic int i n i t m o d u l e t e s t i n i t ( void ) {
pr in tk (KERN DEBUG ” module tes t i n i t i a l i z a t i o n \n” ) ;
return 0 ;
}
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stat ic void e x i t m o d u l e t e s t e x i t ( void ) {
pr in tk (KERN DEBUG ” module tes t removal\n” ) ;
}
modu l e in i t ( m o d u l e t e s t i n i t ) ;
module ex i t ( m o d u l e t e s t e x i t ) ;
The module test init() function is registered via module init() as the module entry point.
It is invoked by the kernel when module is loaded. If the initialization is successful this
function return zero. Init function is usually used for initializing hardware, allocating
memory and so on.
The module test exit() function is registered via module exit() as the module exit point.
It is invoked by the kernel when module is removed. It is usually used for cleanup, free
memory and ensuring that hardware will be left at consistent state. After the exit function
returns, the module is unloaded from the kernel.
To build such a module simply create a Makefile in the directory with the source code
and include single line:
obj-m := module_test.o
2.2 FreeBSD
FreeBSD is based on the 4.4BSD-Lite release from Computer Systems Research Group
(CSRG) at the University of California at Berkeley, and carries on the distinguished tradi-
tion of BSD systems development [8]. The source code is distributed under simplified BSD
licence, often called as FreeBSD licence.
FreeBSD is modern and mature operating system with more than 30 years of devel-
opment. There are many FreeBSD-derived projects such as PC-BSD, FreeSBIE and even
Apple’s Mac OS X is partially based on FreeBSD project [8]. All of this guarantee quality,
stable and secure operating system.
Unlike Linux, FreeBSD is not just the kernel. It is distributed with all the necessary
applications to meet your needs anywhere you want to use it. Operating system with
applications are developed by the same people. There are many applications ports also
available from Linux world.
As in Linux kernel in FreeBSD I will be interested mainly in Virtual File System and
module management.
2.2.1 Modules
In FreeBSD there are two types of kernel modules. Modules that can be loaded and unloaded
from the system at run time are called kernel loadable modules and kernel modules that
must be loaded at the boot time and can not be removed are called permanent kernel
modules. In this thesis I will be interested in the first one.
Loadable kernel modules provide possibility to have just the code you really need in
the kernel. For system programmers, being able to load and unload kernel module at the
run time means faster development and testing. For system administrators this approach
provide more flexible way to administrate and maintain systems.
In FreeBSD there are several utilities to handle kernel module management:
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kldload Load a module into kernel using the kernel linker.
kldunload Unload a module from kernel previously loaded by kldload.
kldstat Display status of files dynamically linked by the kernel linker, ergo kernel modules.
kldconfig Display or modify path, from where modules are loaded using kldload utility, or
system call.
Aside this utilities, kernel modules can be loaded at the system startup using information
in configurations file loader.conf.
FreeBSD kernel modules, as well as Linux kernel modules, are independent blocks in
one or more standalone files. To write FreeBSD loadable kernel module you must comply
with the defined structure. Kernel module must have its starting and exit point and must
be identified by its version to ease system administration. There is sample of very simple
FreeBSD loadable kernel module.
#include <sys /param . h>
#include <sys /module . h>
#include <sys / ke rne l . h>
#include <sys /systm . h>
stat ic int
module test modevent ( module t mod , int evt , void ∗ arg )
{
switch ( evt ) {
case MOD LOAD:
p r i n t f ( ”Module loaded \n” ) ;
break ;
case MODUNLOAD:
case MODSHUTDOWN:
p r i n t f ( ”Module removed\n” ) ;
break ;
default :
return EOPNOTSUPP;
break ;
}
return 0 ;
}
stat ic moduledata t
modu l e t e s t con f = {
” module tes t ” , /∗module name∗/
module test modevent , /∗module hand ler ∗/
NULL /∗ data ∗/
} ;
DECLARE MODULE( modu le te s t con f , module test modevent ,
SI SUB DRIVER , SI ORDER FIRST ) ;
MODULE VERSION( module test , 1 ) ;
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Module is responsible for using DECLARE MODULE marco which contain information
needed by kernel to identify and start module initialization. Content of the marco is
following:
• Define module name.
• Specify moduledata t structure with additional module information.
• Subsystem interface, which defines module type. There are several module types.
• Define the module initialization order within the defined subsystem.
Function module test modevent() handles all main events. MOD LOAD when a module
is loaded and MOD UNLOAD when a module is unloaded. In these cases, internal module
functions can be run to allocate/deallocate resources, check hardware state etc. It returns
zero on success and non-zero value when failed.
Other parts are self-explanatory. In FreeBSD, there is central makefile system for com-
piling modules ”/usr/src/share/mk/bsd.kmod.mk“. All you need to do, is create module
Makefile with defined items. This piece of code provide simple Makefile for module test.
KMOD = module tes t
SRCS = module tes t . c
. i n c lude <bsd . kmod .mk>
Variable KMOD must contain module name and variable SRCS must contain list of all
source files of FreeBSD kernel module. The bsd.kmod.mk Makefile will handle the rest. The
result file module test.ko is loadable kernel module and you can load it with kldload utility
as described above.
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Chapter 3
Virtual filesystem
In early systems, the file entries directly referenced the local filesystem inode. An inode is
a data structure that describes the content of a file on the device [4]. But this approach is
not as effective as it was in times of only one filesystem. As demand for multiple filesystems
grows, the architecture had to be generalized.
3.1 Logic behind VFS
Virtual filesystem is abstraction layer below the file entry and above the inode. The figure
3.1 shows placement of Virtual filesystem in kernel. Above the VFS is userspace (connected
through system-call interface) which is referencing files as file descriptors. Below the VFS
is concrete filesystem driver, either local or remote, which is using VFS interface to serve
on-disk (on-network) data.
Logic behind the virtual filesystem is to have data structure, or structures, which are
representing concrete filesystem operations and on-device data. In fact VFS is just a object
oriented interface, not filesystem itself. From a simple point of view VFS can provide just
one data structure and small set of functions. This VFS structure contains pointers to
a filesystem specific operations, inode and directory entry. Kernel itself knows just this
structure and it does not care about internal filesystem workings, which makes filesystems
pretty independent.
For example, when any user want to lookup a file, system-call lookup() just calls a
generic vfs lookup function. This VFS function can go through some sort of directory entry
cache, if it is implemented, or call filesystem specific (registered in VFS data structure)
function to lookup directory entry, then return result to the user.
This example shows, that VFS layer, as simple as it is, can be very powerfull tool to
manage multiple fulesystems and abstract filesystems for kernel. But nowadays VFS layers
is more complex than just redirecting generic operations to filesystem specific operations,
it includes some powerfull caching abilities, either directory entry or data and even more
complex parts to speed up underlaying filesystems and to ease work for filesystem develop-
ers.
3.2 Linux VFS
In Linux kernel VFS is object oriented interface to generalize access to various filesystem
drivers. Objects in VFS are implemented as structures which contain both, pointers to
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Figure 3.1: Kernel Placement
filesystem specific functions to operate on the data and data itself. In Linux VFS there are
four primary object types: [3]
• The superblock object, which represents a specific mounted filesystem.
• The inode object, which represents a specific file and its data.
• The dentry object, which represents a directory entry, a single component of a path.
• The file object which represents an open file as associated with a process
The meaning of these objects are pretty clear. As for RedirFS is concerned the only
relevant objects are dentry, inode and file, since RedirFS does not care about filesystem
specific information stored in superblock.
3.2.1 The Inode object
An inode represents each file on a filesystem including special files, such as pipes, or device
files. It contain metadata needed by the kernel to manipulate associated file, special file or
directory. The inode object is constructed in memory, when file is accessed and cached in
the inode cache.
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3.2.2 The Dentry object
The VFS treats directories as files. For example in path ”/sbin/ifconfig“ the dentry object is
/,sbin, and ifconfig. So every component of a path is a dentry object, even a file. Resolving
path and walking its components is a nontrivial excercise, time-consuming and rife with
string comparison. Dentry object makes the whole proces easier.
Dentry objects are constructed on the fly by the kernel and thus it is obvious that,
unlike inode, the dentry object does not corrrespond to any sort of on disk data structure.
There are three states of dentry object. Used, unused and negative [3]. Used dentry
correspond to a valid inode and indicates that there are one or more users of the object.Thus,
used dentry can not be discarded because it holds a valid data.
Unused dentry objects are no longer needed. There is no user of unused dentry and
thus it can be discarded. But, there is a assumption that perviously used dentry can be
used any time soon, so it is kept in the cache, until it is necessary to reclaim memory. This
speeds up reusing the same dentry.
Negative dentry in the other hand is not associated to any valid inode, because either
the inode was deleted or the path name was never correct to begin with. Negative dentry
is kept around to speed up lookup, because kernel does not have to go through whole list
of dentries, but just stops at negative dentry which implies that this object does not exist
in this directory. As the unused dentry object it can be discarded any time.
3.2.3 The File object
The file object is used to represent a file opened by a process [3]. The file object is in
memory representation of an open file, and it is created in response to the open() system
call and destroyed in response to close() system call.
Like dentry, file object does not correspond to any on disk data structure. It, however,
does point to dentry object which point to corresponding inode object which reflects, for
example, whatever file is dirty.
Because multiple processes can open and manipulate the same file at the same time,
there can be multiple file objects in existence for the same file. The object merely represents
a process‘s view of an file. The object points back to the dentry (which in turn points back
to the inode), that actually represents the open file. The inode and dentry obejcts are
unique.
3.2.4 VFS operations
As discussed before, each VFS object contain corresponding set of the VFS operations.
It describes the filesystem specific functions that the VFS can invoke on a object. From
RedirFS point of view this it the important part, because these set of the VFS operations
(inode operations, dentry operations and file operations) are changed in order to connect
VFS objects with RedirFS framework.
3.2.5 The Dentry Cache
When a lookup() is performed on a filesystem path, there is much work done. I would
be quite wasteful to throw away all that work to find an inode object to corresponding
directory entry. So, kernel keeps a cache of dentry object. It is called Dentry Cache, or
simply dcache.
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The dentry cache consist of three parts: [3]
• List of used dentries that are linked off theis associated inode.
• A doubly linked RLU list of unused and negative dentries.
• A hash table and hashing function used to quickly resolve a given path into associated
object.
When a file is accessed the VFS must follow each directory entry to find the file. To
avoid this, each time path name is accessed, the VFS first try to look up each directory
entry in the cache. If it is found in the cache the required dentry object is returned very
quickly and the path resolving time is significantly reduced.
On the other hand, if the directory entry is not found in the dentry cache, then the
VFS must manually walk through the each component of the path to find the required
dentry object, which comprises invocation of filesystem specific lookup() function on each
component in the path. After this time-consuming task is completed, kernel adds resolved
dentry to the cache to speed-up further lookups.
The dcache also provides a front end to an inode cache [3]. The inode objects are
associated with a corresponding dentry object in the dentry cache. As long as the dentry
object exist in the dcache, the inode object can not be freed. This means, that if dentry
lookup is successful in the dcache, corresponding inode is also cached in the memory.
3.3 FreeBSD VFS
The Virtual Filesystem layer was first implemented by Sun Microsystems, which called it
a virtual-node, or vnode, layer. Interfaces in the system that had referred perviously to
inodes were changed to reference generic vnodes. A vnode used by local filesystem would
refer to an inode. A vnode used by a remote fileysytem would refer to a protocol block that
described the location and naming information necessary to access the remote file [4].
The vnode contains information that is independent of the underlying filesystem object
that it represents. It is similar to inodes in Linux. Vnode interface hides all the work behind
and even it is sometimes possible for proggrammer to put hands on underlying objects like
file, it is not recommended.
3.3.1 Vnode Operations
Aside various filesystem object independent informations and flags Vnode structure con-
tains a set of defined operations. Because FreeBSD kernel supports many filesystems, the
set of operations defined for vnodes is both large and extensible [4]. When filesystem is
dynamically loaded into kernel, it registers the set of vnode operations that it is able to
support. The kernel then builds a vector of supported operations.
Filesystems are not forced to register all possible operations, it would not be very prac-
tical, instead unsupported operations can be filled with either a routine that returns the
characteristic error operations not supported [4] or a default routine, in FreeBSD imple-
mented in UFS.
There are some important operations:
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• inactive() It is called, when usage count in the vnode drops to zero (all file-entry
reference was closed).
• getnewvnode() It is called when an application opens a file that does not currently
have an in memory vnode. It allocates a new vnode.
• reclaim() It is called by getnewvnode() when a new vnode is found. It writes any
dirty data, removes the underlying object from any list, and frees up any auxality
storage that was being used by the object. Then the vnode is returned for use by the
new client filesystem.
• vgone() With reclaim() functionality it replaces current filesystem with dead one,
where every operation except close() fail.
Common for all local filesystems are hiearchical naming, locking, quotas, attribute man-
agement and protection. These features, which are independent of how data are stored, are
provided by the UFS code. So you can see, that FreeBSD VFS layer is somewhat tied with
UFS.
The vnode operations defined for doing hiearchical filesystem operations are:
[4]
pathname searching lookup
name creation create, mknod, link, symlink, mkdir
name change/deletion rename, remove, rmdir
attribute manipulation access, getattr, setattr
object interpretation open, readdir, readlink, mmap, close
process control advlock, ioctl, poll
object management lock, unlock, inactive, reclaim
3.3.2 The Name Cache
As I mentioned before the caching abilities of VFS layer can significantly improve efficiency
in some situations. FreeBSD vnode layer also implements Name-cache management. The
interface provides a facility to add a name to its corresponding vnode, to lookup a name to
get corresponding vnode and to delete a name from the cache, when a corresponding vnode
is dropped.
Each vnode object contains two lists v cache src and v cache dst. List v cache src links
together all entries in the namecache for that vnode. When a vnode are to be deleted,
each entry from that list is purged. List v cache dst contains all the cache entries for names
contained in that vnode (when vnode is a directory). When a direstory vnode are to be
deleted all entries in that list must be purged along with entries on their lists and so on to
leafs of the directory tree.
The FreeBSD Name-cache management also have support for so called negative entries.
If a name is looked up in a directory and it is not found, the name is entered in the cache
with NULL pointer to its corresponding vnode. Next time the name is looked up, the name
will be found in cache and thus kernel need not to look up any further.
Also name cache is managed LRU, so frequently used names will be held in the cache
for speed-up lookup operation.
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Chapter 4
RedirFS
RedirFS is a very useful Linux kernel module. It is framework, which allows creating and
using filters to redirect and modify filesystem operations and its results. It was originally
written by Mr. Frantiˇsek Hrbata as MSc Thesis. Its intention is to provide a way for
adding various capabilities to any existing filesystem in Linux kernel, without need to alter
the original filesystem code.
In this section I will describe how the RedirFS framework is constructed, how it works
and where it is placed in kernel hierarchy. Further I will describe what filters are good
for and how are they created. And finally I will deduce what requirements RedirFS have
for kernel and what infrastructure it needs. It will help me to decide either it is or is not
possible to port RedirFS to another operating system (FreeBSD) and on what parts of
kernel should I concentrate.
4.1 Function principle
In figure 3.1 you can see where RedirFS stands in Linux kernel hierarchy. It is a layer on the
same level as filesystem driver, so one can ask question; How can module on the same level
as the filesystem change behavior of this filesystem? The answer is pretty straightforward.
RedirFS just hook itself to the VFS objects (file, dentry, inode), pushing out filesystem
specific operations, on the registering time. At this point its loaded into the same level, but
because of caching old filesystem operations RedirFS can establish vertical communication
with the old filesystem.
To accomplish this RedirFS have its own caching facility to manage its own objects
rinode, rdentry and rfile. Each object correspond to its original object in VFS. There are
two possible points, where these objects are created. First, when the path is registered
through sysfs interface, RedirFS walks through the dcache for the given path, changing
the default operations (rfs dcache walk) of the VFS obejcts - inode, dentry, and creating
RedirFS objects. The default operations is switched to those registered by RedirFS filters.
Most of operations are optional, but there are some operations, that must be always regis-
tered. Another way to create RedirFS objects is when a new file, dentry or inode object is
created.
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4.2 RedirFS Architecture
In figure 4.1 is shown Redirfs structure. RedirFS module consist of objects, object opera-
tions, userspace interface and filters management. All of those parts will be described in
this section.
Figure 4.1: RedirFS structure
4.2.1 RedirFS objects
As I described in section 4.1 RedirFS creates for each file, inode and dentry corresponding
object rfile, rinode and rdentry. Those objects exists along with its origins and are connected
through corresponding operations - file operations, inode operations and dentry operations.
Each RedirFS object contain both, old and new set of operation, and other informations
needed to call all interested filters [1].
Alike VFS objects, RedirFS objects contain pointers to each other. The rfile objects
contains pointer to the rdentry objects, rdentry objects contains pointer to the rinode
objects and a list of all rfile obejcts created for it. And the rinode obejcts contain pointer
to all rdentries created for it.
4.2.2 RedirFS operations
RedirFS creates new set of operations for each VFS object. New operations are stored
in appropriate RedirFS object as well as pointer to old operations. When is any filter
interested in any operations, new set of operations is changed to satisfy filters.
The good thing about this approach is, that if there is no filter interested in any oper-
ation, there is no delay at all. The VFS layer does not know nothing about RedirFS, for
VFS layer is RedirFS completely transparent. The VFS layer is just doing the same thing
as always, calling the same functions invoked by system-calls.
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When any filter interested in any operation is loaded, then new set of operations is
altered. The VFS layer is still calling the same functions, but in this case, the pointer to
that functions are changed to get to the RedirFS framework.
This is what happened when rfs open() operation is called:
1. Open operation is one of operations that are registered by default.
2. Get the old operations and check if there is a rdentry for the file. If not perform the
old open file operation and return the result to the VFS, else continue.
3. Determine whatever the file is regular file, directory, link, char device, block device,
or fifo and set appropriate type.id.
4. Call pre-callback functions registered by filters. If any filter stops this operation skip
all oncoming filters and call post-callback function.
5. If pre-callback functions was successfully completed for all registered active filters, or
filter chain for this object does not even exist, old open operation is performed on the
file.
6. Post-callbacks are called. And appropriate results are returned to the VFS.
You can notice, that the old operations is not really thrown away and it is actually still
called. Pre and Post callbacks is where all new added capabilities are taking place.
Pre-callbacks Pre-callback functions are registered by filters and there are different
pre-callback function for each new operation filter is interested in. When some VFS opera-
tion is called, pre-callbacks of every filter interested in that operation are performed, before
the old VFS operation is called. Filter can do various operations in pre-callback function
like allocating memory, creating data structures, collecting informations, altering functions
parameters for the old VFS operation etc. Pre-callback can even stop the filters call chain.
Post-callbacks Post-callback functions are also registered in the same way as pre-
callback. Post-callback for each filter interested in the VFS operation is performed after the
old VFS operation. Even when the old VFS operation failed, or filter call chain is stopped,
post-callbacks must be called, because filters must free the memory possibly allocated in
pre-callbacks. Filter can do various operations in post-callbacks functions. As I mentioned
in post-callback filter must perform cleanup of every memory allocated in pre-callback to
avoid memory leak, but there can be done more - collecting information, altering results
from the old VFS operations etc.
As I mentioned in section 4.1 there are some mandatory operations which must be
redirected each time, because RedirFS must keep track of deleted and created VFS objects
so it can replace the appropriate operations for newly created objects and restore the old
operations when the VFS objects are deleted.
Mandatory operations are: [1]
• file operations
• open - all
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• release - all
• readdir - dir
• dentry operations
• d iput - all
• d releade - all
• inode operations
• mkdir - dir
• create - dir
• link - dir
• symlink - dir
• mknod - dir
• lookup - all
Note: all - all file types, dir - only directory
4.2.3 RedirFS filters
Filters are very important part of RedirFS. Without filter RedirFS will be useless, because
it does not provide any functionality by itself. As I mentioned RedirFS is framework to
write filters, which provide additional functionality to filesystems.
Each filter is a part of the RedirFS filter call chain. Basically it is a list of filters
interested in one or more operations of the VFS object. The list is sorted according to the
filters priorities. Before RedirFS handle VFS operation, it is going through that list and
calling pre-callback for each filter in the list. At this point each filter have ability to stop,
or finish proceeding operation. In this case the old VFS operation is not called.
After Redirfs handle VFS operation, if it is not stopped, or finished in pre-callbacks, it
is going through filter call chain list again, calling post-callback operations.
Filters call chain for newly created RedirFS objects are inherent from their parents
when a new VFS object is created in registered path.
4.2.4 Userspace interface
RedirFS need some user interactions. To accomplish this it is using sysfs. Sysfs is a virtual
filesystem which provide information from Linux kernel to userspace. It can be used for
configuration too, like in case of RedirFS.
Sysfs interface for RedirFS is placed in /sys/fs/redirfs/. In this path directories for each
filter are created. Each registered filter have several configuration parameters. For each
parameter is created file in filter directory: [1]
• active - activated or deactivated filter
• paths - list of included and excluded paths, path can be set via this file
• control - flags if filter is accepting setting via the sysfs interface
• priority - filter’s priority
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4.3 RedirFS lifetime in kernel
This section should provide a simple insight about what is redirfs really doing through
its lifetime. Lifetime is meant to be list of operations (and related functions) which are
performed through the RedriFS life in system (from load to unload module).
It is good to have list like this because I can easily find point (function) of interest in
RedirFS code, when I am focusing on some operation.
1. Redirfs module registration
(a) Create dentry, inode and file cache
• rfs dentry cache create()
• rfs inode cache create()
• rfs file cache create()
(b) Create sysfs interface
• rfs sysfs create()
2. Do nothing until filter module is registered
3. Filter module registration
(a) Register filter in redirfs - redirfs register filter()
• check if filter is unique in rfs flt list
• allocate memory for rflt kobject
• create sysfs files for filter
• add filter to rfs flt list
• get frlt kobject
(b) Register filter operations
• redirfs set operations()
(c) Create sysfs files (optional)
• redirfs create attribute()
(d) Another operations is also possible
4. Still doing nothing until path for filter is registered
5. Fiter path registration (added through sysfs interface)
(a) Register filter paths
(b) rfs flt paths store()
• rfs flt paths add()
– parse input
– path lookup on given path
– get dentry and mnt point for given path
– all of this comprises walking through dcache, changing default operations
(rfs dcache walk) and creating rfs objects rdentry and rinode.
6. Opening a file
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(a) Open file operation is one of operations that is registered by deafult. It’s set to
point to rfs open when path is added - rfs open()
• get old file operations
• check if there is rdentry for a file. If not perform old open file operation and
return result
• determine whatever the file is regular file, directory, link, char device, block
device, or fifo and set apropriate type.id
• call pre-callback functions registered by filters. If any filter STOP this op-
eration skip all oncoming filters and call post-callback
• if pre callback functions was successfully completed for all registered active
filters, or filter chain for this object does not even exist, old open operation
os performed on file.
• post-callbacks are called.
7. Another operation (on file, dentry, or inode)
(a) This is pretty the same as opening a file except pre and post callback functions
for this operation (if there is any registered by a filter) are performed.
(b) There is only limited list of supported operations. (supported operations.txt)
8. Change, or add path (either exclude, or include)
(a) This is also pretty the same as in 5, except particular function is called to include,
exclude or remove path
9. Filter deactiovation
(a) Activation/deactivation is done through sysfs interface - rfs flt active store()
• input value is checked
• if (val) and if operation to activate filter is registered (ops->activate) then
this function is called in order to activate filter.
• if there is not ops->activate set redirfs activate filter() is called
• else alike activation, except functions is ops->deactivate and redirfs deactivate filter()
10. Filter removal
(a) Cleanup - drop any object created by filter, free allocated memory etc.
(b) redirfs delete filter()
• check if there is any reference to kobject registered by filter
• drop all default filter related sysfs files rfs flt sysfs exit()
• put last filter kobject
4.4 RedirFS Requirements
It is obvious that RedirFS has some requirements to kernel without which is impossible to
implement this functionality. Except really obvious implementation things like locks, lists,
memory allocations etc., there is only one major need from the RedirFS.
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Kernel must have implemented some sort of VFS layer which is supposed to provide layer
between filesystem driver and kernel internals. VFS should be implemented in UNIX-like
philosophy which in general comprises directory entry, inode and file objects.
The VFS layer is the only area of contact between kernel and the RedirFS framework
(except obvious module registration etc.). VFS objects file, dentry, inode and corresponding
operations like file operations, dentry operations and inode operations are fundamental for
RedirFS to work. Any operating system whereon RedirFS should be ported to must offer
objects like these and its corresponding operations. Also there must be a way to changing
those operations in VFS objects.
4.4.1 Lists
Because lists are used very widely in the kernel and RedirFS is not any exception, there
are lists data structure defined in kernel header file linux/list.h. Basic elements of the lists
are based on the structure list head. This structure have two members: pointer to the next
element and pointer to the previous element [2]. Also there are some operation for lists
manipulation.
LIST HEAD INIT() is macro, that initializes a linked list.
list add() adds a new element to the head of the list
list add tail() adds a new element to the tail of the list.
list del() deletes an entry from the list.
list join() joins two lists together, new list will be will be prepended before the head.
There are more operations with lists, but this serves as a good example. Lists are used
so often, that there are some traverse lists macros declared for this purpose. The one mainly
used in the RedirFS is list for each entry().
There is a simple example of using lists:
struct dentry ∗ d i r ;
struct l i s t h e a d l i s t ;
LIST HEAD INIT(& l i s t ) ;
. .
l i s t f o r e a c h e n t r y ( dentry , &dir , l i s t ) {
. .
item = get data ( dentry ) ;
. .
}
FreeBSD lists
In FreeBSD kernel there are tens of macros to define and operate four types of lists : singly-
linked lists, singly-linked tail queues, lists, and tail queues [7]. All four structures support
several operations, but description of all the operations is out of scope of this thesis.
I will swiftly introduce all four types of lists and give a simple example of using them.
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Singly-linked lists Singly-linked lists are headed by the structure HEADNAME and
defined by the macro SLIST HEAD. It is singly-linked to minimize size and overhead in
pointer manipulations. On the other hand the removal of arbitrary element is in O(n) level
of complexity. New elements can be added to the head of the list, or after the existing
element. Here is a simple example [7]:
SLIST HEAD( s l i s t h e a d , entry ) head = SLIST HEAD INITIALIZER( head ) ;
struct s l i s t h e a d ∗headp ;
struct entry {
. . .
SLIST ENTRY( entry ) e n t r i e s ;
. . .
} ∗n1 , ∗n2 , ∗np ;
SLIST INIT(&head ) ;
. . .
SLIST INSERT HEAD(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
SLIST INSERT AFTER( n1 , n2 , e n t r i e s ) ;
. . .
SLIST FOREACH(np , &head , e n t r i e s ) {
. . .
}
Singly-linked tail queues Singly-linked tail queues are headed by the structure
HEADNAME and defined by the macro STAILQ HEAD. This structure contains a pair of
pointers, one to the first element in the tail queue and the other to the last element in the
tail queue [7]. Like in Singly-linked lists the removal of arbitrary element is in O(n) level
of complexity. Here is a simple example [7]:
STAILQ HEAD( s ta i l h ead , entry ) head = STAILQ HEAD INITIALIZER( head ) ;
struct s t a i l h e a d ∗headp ;
struct entry {
. . .
STAILQ ENTRY( entry ) e n t r i e s ; /∗ Tai l queue . ∗/
. . .
} ∗n1 , ∗n2 , ∗np ;
STAILQ INIT(&head ) ;
. . .
STAILQ INSERT HEAD(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
STAILQ INSERT TAIL(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
STAILQ INSERT AFTER(&head , n1 , n2 , e n t r i e s ) ;
. . .
STAILQ FOREACH(np , &head , e n t r i e s ) {
. . .
}
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Lists Lists are headed by the structure HEADNAME and defined by the macro
LIST HEAD. The elements are doubly linked so that an arbitrary element can be removed
without traversing the list [7]. Here is a simple example [7]:
LIST HEAD( l i s t h e a d , entry ) head = LIST HEAD INITIALIZER( head ) ;
struct l i s t h e a d ∗headp ;
struct entry {
. . .
LIST ENTRY( entry ) e n t r i e s ;
. . .
} ∗n1 , ∗n2 , ∗n3 , ∗np ;
LIST INIT(&head ) ;
. . .
LIST INSERT HEAD(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
LIST INSERT AFTER( n1 , n2 , e n t r i e s ) ;
LIST INSERT BEFORE( n2 , n3 , e n t r i e s ) ;
. . .
LIST FOREACH(np , &head , e n t r i e s ) {
. . .
}
Tail queues Tail queues are headed by the structure HEADNAME and defined by
the macro TAILQ HEAD. As in Lists the elements are doubly linked.
TAILQ HEAD( ta i lhead , entry ) head = TAILQ HEAD INITIALIZER( head ) ;
struct t a i l h e a d ∗headp ;
struct entry {
. . .
TAILQ ENTRY( entry ) e n t r i e s ;
. . .
} ∗n1 , ∗n2 , ∗n3 , ∗np ;
TAILQ INIT(&head ) ;
. . .
TAILQ INSERT HEAD(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
TAILQ INSERT TAIL(&head , n1 , e n t r i e s ) ;
TAILQ INSERT AFTER(&head , n1 , n2 , e n t r i e s ) ;
TAILQ INSERT BEFORE( n2 , n3 , e n t r i e s ) ;
TAILQ FOREACH(np , &head , e n t r i e s ) {
. . .
}
TAILQ FOREACH REVERSE(np , &head , ta i lhead , e n t r i e s ) {
. . .
}
Differences between described lists are mostly in positions where one can add new
elements and whatever are they singly or doubly linked.
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4.4.2 Locks
Linux kernel provide several mechanisms to synchronize access to shared resources. Some
methods are more suitable to some situations than others, and event there are some rec-
ommendations about using locks, mutexes, semaphores and atomic operations, generally
it always depends on the exact situation. Mechanisms provided by the Linux kernel are:
(very simple explanation)
Spinlocks are locks based on active waiting. It has lower overhead, but active waiting
occupies processor while doing nothing practical.
Rwlocks are basically the same like spinlocks, but rwlocks has ability to distinguish be-
tween read and write access to the shared resource.
Mutexes are locks based on passive waiting, thus mutexes does not take precious processor
time.
Semaphores are like mutexes, but the principle is based on the counter. Thus, defined
number of threads can access critical section.
RWSemaphores are more like mutexes with the ability to distinguish between read and
write access.
Completion is mechanism that allows one task to wait, until another task finishes.
Read-Copy-Update is mechanism used for shared resources with more readers than writ-
ers. Reader have basically no overhead, while writing is still possible, however it is
more expensive.
Seqlocks are used for shared resources with quick write access. Readers does not block
writers, but after the read operation readers must assure, with a little help of seqlock,
that shared data does not changed during reading.
Atomic operations are operations on special data types, which are accomplished atomi-
cally in one single operation.
RedirFS uses just three of those mechanisms - spinlocks, mutexes, and atomic operations.
Spinlock
Spinclock is designed to be easy to use locking mechanism with a low overhead. But on the
other hand, it is implemented with active waiting. Active waiting, unlike passive waiting,
occupies processor testing the condition again and again, until the condition is met. It
maybe sounds like a bad idea to use those locks, but they have their place in the code
where it is not likely to have too many competitive threads and the critical section is quick.
Also it is meaningless using those locks on one-processor machines because the obvious
reasons.
Using spinlocks in the code is very easy:
s p i n l o c k t l ock ;
s p i n l o c k i n i t (& lock ) ;
. .
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s p i n l o c k (& lock ) ;
. .
sp in un lock (& lock ) ;
There are other, more complex variants of spinlock handling functions like for example
interruptible locking, or functions for testing spinlocks state without actually trying to lock
it : spin is locked(), spin can lock() and try spinlock().
Mutex
As mentioned above, mutexes are based on the passive waiting, thus waiting thread is put
to sleep and processor can be occupied doing something useful. Mutex is usually used to
guard bigger critical sections, thus is intended to be held for a long period of time, but also
it has bigger overhead. Mutexes are also very easy to use:
struct mutex t mut ;
mutex in i t (&mut ) ;
. .
mutex lock(&mut ) ;
. . .
mutex unlock(&mut ) ;
There are other, more complex variants of mutexes handling functions like for example
interruptible locking (mutex lock inerruptible()), which is actually very important, because
unlike in the case of spinlocks, critical section is meant to be longer and more complex.
In addition, there is also function to test mutex state without actually locking it - mu-
tex is locked().
Atomic operations
Because locking come with high overhead it is better to avoid it if there is any other way.
Atomic operations provide such a way. Atomic operations can be accomplished with the
atomic variables. There is no possibility of race condition on such operations because they
are accomplished at once, it means that it can not be interrupted.
It is of course very simple operations like, incrementation, decrement-and-test etc. but
it is very useful in some situations, generally operations over shared variable, like count
reference etc.
The use of atomic variables is also very easy:
atomic t count ;
a tomic s e t (&count , 1 0 ) ;
a tomic inc (&count ) ;
i f ( a tomi c dec and te s t (&count ) {
. .
}
FreeBSD locking mechanisms
In FreeBSD kernel there is also wide variety of locking mechanisms, which are good for
different situations. However I am interested just in mechanisms with similar functionality
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like spinlocks, mutexes and atomic variables in Linux kernel. Mutexes and spinlocks have
basically the same functionality as in Linux kernel, thus I will not describe it any further.
There is different API.
Spinlocks and mutexes are handled by the same functions and they differ only in initial-
ization. There is several important (not all) functions for handling these locks in FreeBSD:
mtx init() initializes the lock. Its type is defined by the function parameters. It must be
used to initialize a mutex before it can be passed to any of the other mutex functions
[6].
mtx destroy() is used to destroy the mutex and free its associated data.
mtx lock() acquires a MTX DEF mutex on behalf of the currently running thread [6]. If
another thread is holding the mutex, the caller will be blocked (disconnected from
the CPU) until the mutex is available again.
mtx unlock() releases a MTX DEF mutex.
mtx lock spin() asquires a MTX SPIN mutex on behalf of the currently running thread. If
another thread is holding the mutex, the caller will spin until the mutex is available
again.
mtx unlock spin() releases MTX SPIN mutex.
mtx trylock() attempts to acquire the MTX DEF mutex pointed to by mutex. If the mutex
cannot be immediately acquired mtx trylock() will return 0, otherwise the mutex will
be acquired and a non-zero value will be returned [6].
Because initialization is a little bit more complex than in Linux kernel I will describe
its parameters. Function mtx init() takes four parameters an its definition is as follows.
void
mtx in i t ( struct mtx ∗mutex , const char ∗name ,
const char ∗ type , int opts ) ;
mutex is mutex structure itself.
name is used to identify mutex for example in debugging output.
type is used by the witness module to identify mutex. If it is NULL then the name is
used.
opts is used to specify the type of mutex.
Types of mutexes are [6]:
MTX DEF is the default mutex with a passive waiting.
MTX SPIN is mutex that never relinquish the CPU. It is like spinlock in Linux kernel.
MTX RECURSE specifies that the mutex is allowed to be recursively locked.
MTX QUIET specifies that no information about the mutex operation will be logged.
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MTX NOWITNESS specifies that witness module should ignore this lock.
As for atomic operations FreeBSD kernel provide this support. It is basically the same as
in linux kernel except that function names differs. Also there is no special atomic variable,
but the functions differs type by type. For example there is generally defined function
atomic add [acq —rel ]<type>(volatile type *p, type v); [5] which atomically adds two
numbers. Integer version would look like atomic add int(). It is pretty straightforward.
4.4.3 Functionality requirements
In order to use new FreeBSD module in, more or less, same way as the RedirFS Linux
module, there must be some functionality preserved. First of all it must be secure. Any
security breach in order to create some functionality is not acceptable, not only in the
case of this port. But there are other security viewpoints - RedirFS kernel module is also
often used for implementation on-demand virus scanner in Linux systems. This mean,
that RedirFS filter, is used, can not be bypassed in any way, except by standard ways of
managing RedirFS module and its filters.
The use of RedirFS filter brings some delay in the filesystem chain, this is acceptable, but
that delay depend mainly on the filter implementation. RedirFS itself should not contribute
to that delay too much. Another nice characteristic of RedirFS module is, that when there
are no filters, or associated paths registered, there are absolutely no delay provided by the
RedirFS framework at all. This is because VFS operations has not been changed yet. It
would be nice to have this characteristic preserved.
As discussed before, one can configure paths on which are filters applied. This is no
surprise, but not so obvious is, that there is possibility to exclude files, or whole subtree,
from the registered directory tree. This functionality ease the use of the RedirFS so much,
that it is important to have this in the FreeBSD implementation.
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Chapter 5
Port possibilities
At this point I have all information about RedirFS and FreeBSD VFS implementation to
figure out the best way to port RedirFS to FreeBSD kernel. There are several possible
ways. In this chapter I will describe some of these ways and decide what way is the best to
do this.
5.1 Native port
The result of the native port will be just one module same for both Linux and FreeBSD
kernel. This will require reconstruction of current RedirFS code and creation of many
defined macros and conditional code. But this is by itself very confusing for maintainers to
have the code for both Linux and FreeBSD kernels together. Moreover, Linux and FreeBSD
VFS, even it is built on very similar thoughts, implementation is quite different.
While Linux VFS layer provide interface to inode, dentry and file and programmer
writing a filesystem should using these objects, in FreeBSD there is single vnode interface.
Vnodes is similar to inodes in Linux. Vnode interface hides all the work behind and even
it is sometimes possible for proggrammer to put hands on underlying objects like file, it is
not recommended.
It may be possible to create port this way, but I thing this is the worst option, because
the implementation would be very complicated and the result will be pain to maintain.
5.2 Use of the GEOM layer
The GEOM layer is a modular framework for disk I/O requests. This framework supports
an infrastructure for writing classes, which can do transformations on disk I/O requests
on their path from the upper kernel to the device and back. Transformations in GEOM
include following: [4]
• Simple base and bound calculations needed for disk partitioning.
• Aggregation of disks to provide a RAID functionality.
• A cryptographic functions.
• Collecting I/O statistics.
• I/O optimization like disk sorting
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However the GEOM layer does not provide any way to alter VFS operations, because
it is too low in the kernel infrastructure. It does know nothing about filesystem struc-
ture, vnodes, or directories. It just process throughput data, possibly changing them and
redirecting. In figure 5.1 you can see its placement in kernel infrastructure.
Vnode layer
Filesystem driver
The GEOM layer
Block layer
Figure 5.1: The GEOM layer placement
This approach may be good for on-the-fly disk ciphering, or collecting statistics, but
even in the ciphering case the resulting filesystem will be unreadable without GEOM class
which decrypt data first, because GEOM does not know nothing about files. With the use
of RedirFS this is not any problem because the RedirFS framework can change just a data
in the file, bud not metadata itself. In GEOM we have no choice, we can not determine
what is metadata and what is data in file.
However, virus-scanner may be implemented this way checking just throughput data on
their way from, or to the device. I may be interesting to inspect the GEOM layer more
closely and find a way to effectively implement such a transparent virus-scanner, but it
always will be far away from RedirFS functionality.
5.3 Stackable filesystem
The use of filesystem stackable abilities looks very promising from the start. FreeBSD even
contain nullfs filesystem its purpose is to show programmers how to write new filesystem
layers. Nullfs can be mounted over some directory, thus create new filesystem layer. Op-
erations performed on files in that directory subtree is then redirected to the nullfs layer,
which can let the operation go through to the lower filesystem layer, or it can perform
operation of its own. It looks like exactly what RedirFS does.
But unfortunately there are some problems with stackable filesystems. Firstly there is
no way to exclude directory from subtree. Even if it is possible to check paths in the new
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layer, there will always be some delay, because the new layer have to bypass operations for
all objects, even if the object is from the excluded subtree.
Another disadvantage which is not very obvious, is stack size. When layering file systems
on each other, passing the operations by directly invoking lower layer’s operation may
eventually cause stack overflow, because the stack size is limited. I must say, that this is
slow-going problem rather then critical, but someone can eventually hit this and it is good
at least to know about it.
There are several solution to this problem, both are introducing the scheduler. First, the
naive method, is to queue the request and run the scheduler. It is naive, because the over-
head of scheduling will be introduced to every operation passed to the lower layer. Rather
than queuing every request, it is better to have a counter which tells us how many layers
have we passed. If the counter reaches some limit, the request is queued and scheduled.
But as I mentioned this is just theoretical problem, because there is no way one can hit
this problem as long as the amount of layers stay in the sane bounds.
5.4 Independent module
The last, but not least way to create RedirFS in FreeBSD kernel is the way that Mr.
Hrbata took few years ago in Linux kernel. Start on the ”green field“ and implement all
the infrastructure by itself. It is not an easy way, but even if I tried to find some existing
infrastructure in FreeBSD kernel which allows me to create this functionality, and I found
some very promising, none of it meet all my needs and all of it has its own specific problems.
From start it seems like the only way how to implement RedirFS functionality in
FreeBSD. But this approach requires very good understanding of the FreeBSD kernel work-
ings, especially Virtual File System implementation, because it will require to create kind
of VFS on its own.
Aside the fact that changing the filesystem specific operations, without filesystem know-
ing about it is not exactly the cleanest way to do this, in fact, this is the way how some
rootkits works and there is another problem. Some filesystem tends to check, whether or
not, its operations is still set properly, or in some cases, just set the operation again for no
obvious reason. They can do this in the sake of security, or just “to be sure”.
In fact I found some of that situations in the FreeBSD code, and as Mr. Hrbata pointed
out, there are similar problem in Linux (Samba for example).
5.5 Final decision
I was deciding between two approaches. First, to use the similar approach as Mr. Hrbata
and create the RedirFS functionality from the scratch, or second to use the FreeBSD ability
to stack filesystem. Aside problems with the first approach, I have described above, I have
turned to FreeBSd hackers mailing list to look for pros and cons for the first and the second
approach.
From the discussion resulted, that even if it is possible to create the independent module
based on changing vnode operations, the FreeBSD commutiny (at least some of them),
are not very happy with this “hackish” way and generally they would prefer to use some
stackable filesystem. This is something what I was expecting, so I have decided to create the
new stackable filesystem which will introduce the RedirFS-like functionality into FreeBSD
kernel.
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Chapter 6
Creating the port
In this chapter I will describe the creation of port as progressed. First of all I have to choose
the name for it, so the reader will not be confused. I have chosen LaReFS which stands for
“Layered Redirecting File System module”.
Further I will describe desirable functions and introduce the overall solution of the
module as well as detailed solutions for functionality which is not fully obvious. After
this chapter reader can create the exact image how the LaReFS is designed and what
functionality it can provide.
6.1 Examining nullfs
My first steps leads to the nullfs layer, which is designed as an example how to write the
stackable filesystem and the codebase from which the programmer can start creating its
new module.
It is a simple layer which redirect all its operations to the lower file system. To do so,
it creates its own vnode’s hash table at the initialization time and its own set of vnode
operations and vfs operations. A hash table lists together the lower and its appropriate
nullf vnode in the doubly linked list. So every null vnode has its corresponding lower vnode
and it is easy to get it.
As addition it also have its own null mount structure which contains a reference to the
root null node and the reference to the mount structure of the underlaying file system. A
pointer to this structure is also stored in the data pointer in the lower file system mount
structure. In the mount time just one root null vnode is referenced in the null hash table.
Other nodes are created on demand as the result of the vnode operations.
As I mentioned above the nullfs has its own set of vnode operations. Most of the
operations however, are handled by the single function called null bypass which actually
gets informations from the operations generic arguments, replacing any null-nodes by its
lower layer equivalents and pass the operations to the lower file system and process the
result. The operations like null open, then serves like an wrapper around the null bypass,
which gets the generic arguments form the operation specific arguments and perform some
simple checks.
However there are some operations, which does not use the generic null bypass function
and handles it on its own. Those operations generally can be passed to the lower file system
but in order to improve efficiency is handled directly by the nullfs. The null lookup is a
great example. In this case however, the operation arguments must be mapped manually.
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Because the reference counts are held by the upper layer, there are some operations like
null inactive, or null reclaim which never gets to the underlying file system nor the generic
VFS operations.
With overall look at the nullfs, it is not very complicated, but it will serve as a great
starting point for creating LaReFS and I can focus on the LaReFS management functionality
rather than dealing with file system operation redirecting.
6.2 Desirable functionality
There are certain demands that should be forfilled in order to provide functionality similar
to RedirFS in Linux kernel. The list of basic demands follows :
6.2.1 Registering/Unregistering filters
First of all, there should be some filter management, so filters can be added and removed
from the LaReFS. The main decision about LaReFS architecture was to create just a
framework for attaching the filters, as the result there is only one file system layer (LaReFS)
and possibly many other kernel modules so called filters, which will register itself to the
LaReFS.
As a part of loading filter module it should be registered in the LaReFS, so it will know
about the filter and can create some internal data structures for it. Registering filter at
module load is good, because in that way LaReFS will always have the information about
how many, and which filters are available for use.
6.2.2 Registering filter operations
LaReFS itself is not designed to provide any additional file system functionality, so that is
left to the filters. To this purpose, filters should be able to register its own filter operations
bound with the vnode operations of the file system. This means, that when filter wants to
be alerted when a particular vnode operations is being invoked, it just register appropriate
function for that particular vnode operation. LaReFS should keep track of those functions
in order to call the filter, when its demanded operation is under way.
At this point it will be nice to have the filter/LaReFS interface similar-enough with
RedirFS, so creating a new, or porting old filters from RedirFS would be as easy as possible.
I will give a whole section to this problem in the next chapter.
6.2.3 Attach filter to the mount point
Because the LaReFS approach is a lot different then the RedirFS approach, there are some
inevitably differences. For example, in order to use the LaReFS one have to mount it either
above some directory covering the original one, or mount some directory into another one.
Then, when the LaReFS layer is mounted and filter loaded into kernel (e.g. registered),
one have to attach filter to the LaReFS mount point.
Possibly there can be more that one mount point of LaReFS. And there is the decision
I have to make. I can either manipulate with filters above the LaReFS as the whole, so
when filter is activated, it is active at all LaReFS mount points, or I can do this on per
mount point basis. The second approach is more generic solution and brings more scalable
solution.
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With that solution I can have several LaReFS mount point with different filter attached
to them, possibly with different filter’s priorities. The big advantage of this approach is,
that it is an superset to the firstly mentioned approach, because I can simulate this “global”
behavior in userspace application. In my opinion this is more general, thus better solution.
6.2.4 Filter chain
Similarly as in RedirFS, there should be some kind of filter chain into which filters will
be attached. When performing the operation LaReFS should go through that chain in-
voking filter’s registered pre and post operations. This implies that each filter should have
associated priority do determine its position in the chain, as described below.
Due to different approach there will not be just one filter chain, but several filter chains,
each one for each mount point of LaReFS. To have even more generic solution, lets say that
each filter can have different priority in different chain, this of course implies that one filter
can be in the multiple chains. This is something to be thought of, when implementing filter.
6.2.5 Filter priorities
As mentioned above, due to existence of filter chain, there have to be a way to say which
order will filters have in the chain. As an addition I introduced a model where one filter
can be used multiple time possibly with different priority in different filter chains. This
means, that filter itself will not have any information about its priority. Priority should be
set when attaching filter to the mount point.
From what I mentioned above imply, that there will be need for an new data structure,
other that filter itself, which will hold the information about priority, mount point and
possibly other chain specific information. I have used to call this structure finfo as in filter
info.
6.3 Solutions
Lets have a look at the solution, respectively how the desirable functions described above
will be implemented. In this section I will describe how exactly are things done in the
LaReFS, what structures it is using and how they are connected together.
6.3.1 Initializing and mounting LaReFS
Initialization comes on line, when larefs module is being loaded into the FreeBSD kernel.
Aside the usual things like creating the hash table for the vnode’s mappings, as described
in section 6.1, there is need to create linked list which will link together all available filters.
This list is not generated on per mount point basis since the information about available
filters should be global.
For this purpose I have created structure called lrfs filters and it definition is as
follows:
struct l r f s f i l t e r s {
SLIST HEAD( l r f s f i l t e r l i s t , l a r e f s f i l t e r t ) head ;
int count ;
struct mtx regmtx ;
} ;
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Figure 6.1: Basic LaReFS architecture
The global pointer to that structure is called registered filter and it is allocated
when initializing LaReFS module. The head is the head of the singly linked list, which
links together all registered filters. Every filter is represented by its own structure called
larefs filter t, more information about this will follow in section 6.3.2.
The list itself should be protected by some kind of locking mechanisms to race conditions,
when manipulation list from multiple threads. For this purpose there is an mutex called
regmtx.
When registered filters as well as other data structures are initializes, the LaReFS
module is doing nothing, as any other fs does, until it is mounted. The LaReFS module
can be mounted either above the same directory, completely covering the lower directory,
or above another directory, which original content will be hidden.
The LaReFS mount takes two arguments as usual. The first one is the source directory,
the directory which will be accessed through the LaReFS with possibly attached filters and
the second one is the destination directory, the directory which will mirror the content of
the source directory and which will be the mount point of the LaReFS module.
In mount time lrfs mount is invoked in order to initialize all structures needed and
create the LaReFS mount point. This is the place when the first (root) lrfs vnode is created
and inserted into hash table. And more importantly, this is the place when the filter chain
is initialized.
Filter chain is created per mount point (as described in section 6.2.4) and it is repre-
sented by the structure called lrfs filter chain. Its definition is as follows :
struct l r f s f i l t e r c h a i n {
int count ;
int a c t i v e ;
struct sx cha in l ck ;
RB HEAD( l r f s f i l t e r t r e e , l r f s f i l t e r i n f o ) head ;
} ;
count
This variable stores amount of filter infos (finfos) in the chain.
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active
This variable indicate whether the filter is active or not in this filter chain.
chainlck
Because the filter chain have to be protected from race conditions there should be some
locking mechanism. I could have used the usual mutex, but it that case I will serialize
the operations, so I have rather used shared/exclusive lock. Since this structure is
being used when going through filter’s registered operations and this action itself is
just reading, there is no need to lock the structure against every reading thread. So,
when read the structure is needed the shared lock is acquired, but when the structure
will be altered, exclusive lock is needed.
head
This is the head of the filter chain itself. To be honest the word “chain” can be a little
confusing when face the fact, that this is an Red Black tree. I could have used the
usual list, but the RB tree is much faster, when inserting into the tree, and keeping
the tree sorted. Finfos are stored in this tree and it is read, when calling filter’s
callbacks.
As I mentioned several times now, the filter chain is created on per mount basis so this
structure can not be allocated in the global context. The best place for it is the lrfs mount
structure which is stored within the VFS mount structure int the data pointer.
When mount operation is completed LaReFS module is prepared to register some filters.
6.3.2 Registering filters
Filter registration is done from the filter’s initiative. There are several thing that filter have
to provide to the LaReFS to be successfully registered and then used in some filter chain
in the form of finfo.
First of all it has to include LaReFS header file, where all structures and functions
needed to communication with the LaReFS module are defined. The structure larefs filter t
mentioned in section 6.3.1 is also defined there. This is the structure which identifies the
filter in the LaReFS module, and filter have to provide this structure filled with all the
mandatory fields. It definition is as follows :
struct l a r e f s f i l t e r t {
char ∗name ;
struct l a r e f s v o p v e c t o r ∗ r eg ops ;
int usecount ;
SLIST ENTRY( l a r e f s f i l t e r t ) entry ;
SLIST HEAD( u s e d f i l t e r l i s t , l r f s f i l t e r i n f o ) used ;
struct mtx f l tmtx ;
} ;
*name
This is one of the mandatory fields. This is the filter’s name and it is the only unique
identification filter has. Its length is limited by the MAXFILTERNAME, which is also
defined in the in the LaReFS header file larefs.h.
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*reg ops
This is the pointer to structure which defines vnode operations in which is the filter
interested as well as its corresponding filter’s functions. I will describe this structure
further below. This is also mandatory.
usecount
This variable count how many times is being the filter used, resp. how many finfos
are created from this filter.
entry
This is an entry of singly linked list which links together all registered filters in the
global structure registered fitlers (see 6.3.1).
used
This is the head of the list which links together all finfos created from the same filter.
Every time the filter is attached to some LaReFS mount point, finfo is created and
it is listed here. This may seem as redundant since the same information is linked in
the per mount point filter chain, but it is useful in many situations when one needs to
know where the filter is being used. For example when retrieving filter’s informations,
or unregistering filter this is highly useful, because otherwise I will have to go through
every mount point’s filter chain and search for appropriate finfo there, which is very
expensive operation.
fltmtx
And finally this is a mutex for protecting filter’s structure.
So as you probably noticed, there are two mandatory fields, name and reg ops. Now, I
will describe the second one as promised.
larefs vop vector is the structure which filter uses to register operations in which is
interested in as well as appropriate pre and post callbacks (see section 4.2.2). This structure
is defined in LaReFS header file larefs.h and its definition is as follows:
struct l a r e f s v o p v e c t o r {
enum f i l t e r o p i d op id ;
int (∗ pre cb ) ( void ∗data , struct v o p g e n e r i c a r g s ∗ap ) ;
int (∗ post cb ) ( vodi ∗data , struct v o p g e n e r i c a r g s ∗ap ) ;
} ;
op id
Identifies the type of vnode’s operation. There are several supported operation types
here in LaReFS and it can be easily extended. The only thing that should be done
to support new vnode operation, is to create a function that will do the redirection
to the lower layer. Of course there is need to call pre and post filter chain, but that
is quite obvious.
*pre cb
The pointer to the function for registered filter pre-callback. This function should be
defined in the filter and it is finally called before the operation is passed to the lower
layer. vop generic args should provide all needed information, since it is basically
the structure which is passed to the original fs specific operation. Because the filter
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is called from the LaReFS layer, references to that layer could be present. data is the
pointer to the filter’s specific data. In pre-callback it is obviously NULL and serves
the possibility for filter to pass the data from pre to post callback. Obviously, any
attached data should be freed, if used, in the post callback.
post cb
This is the pointer to the function for registered filter post-callback. It is basically
the same as the pre cb.
Finally, when all the necessary fields are created and initialized, filter can be registered
through larefs register filter. The function is situated in lrfs flt. And it is pretty
simple. It takes just one argument larefs filter t, link it into the registered filters->head
and increase the registered filters->count. After that operation is done, filter is ready
to be attached to any LaReFS mount point.
There is no need to unregistering the filter, because when it is not attached to any
LaReFS mount point, it does not affect anything at all. There is one exception though.
When unloading filter module itself, the structure is no longer valid after the filter is
unloaded. So the function larefs unregister filter should be called before the filter is
unloaded from kernel. It takes the same argument as the function for filter registration and
is simply goes through the filter’s used list and detach each finfo from it. After that, when
there is absolute certainty that the filter is no longer used in any LaReFS mount point,
it removes the filter from the registered filters->head and decrements the number
registered filters->count. After that the filter module can be safely unloaded.
6.3.3 Attaching filter to the mount point
This it the first action, when “user to module” interaction is needed. To provide the
simplest way of that interaction there are several ioctl introduced. This section will be about
attaching the filter to the mount point and for that purpose, there is a ioctl LRFS ATTACH.
At this point, everything is set up, so the user can easily attach the filter to the LaReFS
mount point. To do so, he should invoke the LRFS ATTACH ioctl on the LaReFS mount
point. It takes one argument, structure larefs attach info. Its definition is as follows:
struct l a r e f s a t t a c h i n f o {
char name [MAXFILTERNAME] ;
int p r i o r i t y ;
} ;
name
The name is, surprisingly, the name of the filte you want to attach. If that name is
not found in the registered filters list it can not be attached, and the EINVAL error
will be returned from the ioctl.
priority
This defines what priority will the filter, finfo to be exact, have at the mount point.
The smaller the number is the higher position will the finfo have in the rb tree. When
the finfo with the same priority is already present in the mount point’s filter chain,
the EINVAL error will be returned and the filter will not be attached.
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Now it is probably time to explain the whole filter/finfo thing. The filter itself is
identified by the structure larefs filter t as described in previous section and there is
only one instance of the filter. Because there can be possibly many LaReFS mount points
and there can be need to attach different filters to different mount points, I introduced the
finfo or lrfs filter info structure. The figure 6.2 may give you a better look on how
it is used.
LaReFS
Filter 1 Filter 2
/usr/share/home /lib
Finfo 1.1
Finfo 2.1 Finfo 2.2
Finfo 1.2
Finfo 2.3
Finfo 3.1
Filter 3
Figure 6.2: LaReFS filters and finfo explanation.
For one filter there can be multiple finfos since the filter can be attached to multiple
mount points. So think of the filter as the class in some object oriented language, and any
particular finfo as one its instance. So finfo identifies the filter attached at certain mount
point. The lrfs filter info is defined in lrfs.h as follows.
struct l r f s f i l t e r i n f o {
RB ENTRY( l r f s f i l t e r i n f o ) node ;
SLIST ENTRY( l r f s f i l t e r i n f o ) entry ;
struct l a r e f s f i l t e r t ∗ f i l t e r ;
int a c t i v e ;
int p r i o r i t y ;
char ∗name ;
struct vnode ∗avn ;
void ∗data
struct l a r e f s v o p v e c t o r r eg ops [LAREFS BOTTOM] ;
} ;
node
This RB ENTRY links the finfo into the filter chain’s RB tree. This is how finfo is
accessed when going through the chain, invoking filter’s pre/post callbacks.
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entry
This links the finfo in the filter’s used list as described in previous section.
*filter
Pointer to the filter from which was this finfo derived.
active
Indicate whether or not is the finfo active.
priority
Finfo’s priority
*name
The name of original filter.
*data
The pointer to the filter’s private data. It is meant to hold the data between the filter
pre and post-callback as described in previous section.
*avn
This is the pointer to the exact vnode on which the finfo was attached. For now only
the mount point should be used, but in future there is some space for improvements
like attaching filter to the any directory under the mount point and this will serve to
this purpose.
reg ops
Filter’s registered operations.
As you probably noticed, the finfo is linked in two lists (in one list and one tree to be
specific) and this may be little confusing. But the general idea behind this is, that filter
should know what is its instanties. Otherwise it have to go through all mount point’s filter
chains, searching for each occurrence of its instance and this will be very time consuming
procedure.
Let’s take a look at how the finfo’s are cerated and finally how the whole filter attaching
procedure is done. After the few sanity checks in the ioctl handling functions find the desired
filter by the provided name and finally it calls the filter attaching function:
int
a t t a c h f i l t e r ( struct l a r e f s f i l t e r t ∗ f i l t e r ,
struct vnode ∗vn , int pr i o )
This function allocates the new finfo and fill it with all necessary informations, but this
is merely interesting, though the only thing which may be interesting is, how the registered
operations are handled. There are several ways how callbacks can be handled in the filter
chain. One of it is to check whether or not, the callback for undergoing operation is set
and based on that information call the appropriate callback or not. This approach however
introduce unnecessary condition into the filter chain path.
So rather then check for the callback every time, I have decided to create the complete
set of callbacks for all supported operations, but only for those in which is filter interested
would be valid. Other operations would be set to VOP NULL which is a following macro.
#define VOP NULL ( ( void ∗ ) ( u i n t p t r t ) vop nu l l )
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And finally vop null is function which just returns zero. After the lrfs attach filter
initializes the new finfo, it inserts the new info into the mount point’s filter chain rb tree
and of course filter’s used list. Then everything is set up and as soon as the particular
vnode operation is invoked upon the LaReFS layer, the appropriate filter’s pre and post
callback is invoked before/after the operation is passed to the lower layer.
6.3.4 Going through the filter chain
Filter chain is the most important part of the LaReFS module, without it, there would not
be any functionality added and the vnode operations will be just passed to the lower layer
unnoticed. Filter chain consists of pre and post callbacks registered by the filters for the
particular vnode operation.
Because LaReFS layer resides above the original file system, or some another layer for
that matter, the undergoing operations are invoked upon the LaReFS vnodes, thus it gets
to the LaReFS and it is up to this layer to deal with it. As I described in section 6.1, there
are two possible ways how to handle operations.
In LaReFS both approaches is taking place, because as well as in the nullfs layer, some
of the operations can be redirected directly, or not redirected at all and some of them can
be bypassed by the bypass function. Because there is such a variability, two things have
to be done in order to support new operation. By support I mean not just redirect to the
lower layer, but redirect to the filter chain as well.
In LaReFS for each supported operation, which is handled on its own, there have to
be a wrapper. This wrapper is actually registered in the lrfs vnodeops. The wrapper
handles the filter chain. Generally there is not much to be done, just call pre-callbacks,
then the original operation an finally the post-callbacks.
For operations which are handled by the lrfs bypass is the situation pretty the same,
but unlike them there is just a wrapper around the lrfs bypass which will do the filter chain
walk-through.
Filter callbacks may return LAREFS CONTINUE or LAREFS STOP in order to continue in
the filter chain walk-through, or stop and go directly to the bypassing the operation to
the lower layer and to the post-callbacks. For every pre-callback invoked, there have to be
appropriate post-callback, so the filter can free any allocated data.
There is a counter, when going through the rb tree, which counts the number of filter’s
passed. Than the exact count of appropriate post-callbacks is called in the reverse order.
6.3.5 Providing information about filters
There have to be some way to retrieve informations from the LaReFS module. Especially,
when there are certain thing I leave up to the user-space application. Without this ability,
the user-space application will not have needed informations to make the proper decision.
I was considering several approaches how to retrieve the information from the module.
Finally I have decided to create a char device, which will provide every possible infor-
mation about the internal state of the module, filters and finfos. Since there is no way to
determine the amount of data which will be needed to transfer from kernel to user-space,
the char device seems like the best way of doing this.
The char device, which I have called larefsdev, is rather basic and provide just the
three operations - open, read and close. But this is just enough to get the data from the
LaReFS module into the internal buffer and send it to the user-space when needed.
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When the char device, which resides in /dev/lrfs, is opened the journey of gathering
information begins. For that purpose internal buffer called lrfs msgbuf is created. Ba-
sically it is just a structure provided by the FreeBSD kernel with its affiliated operations.
The buffer can be printed to appended to and even more, by those operations and the
FreeBSD kernel handles the allocating the memory for the buffer dynamically.
There are two useful objects in LaReFS - filter and finfo. Firstly I need to gather
informations about the filter and then I can gather informations about every finfo cre-
ated from that filter. So basically what the open operation does is walk through the
registered filters list and for each filter prints the filter’s name, how many times it is
used and finally what are its registered operations, into the lrfs msgbuf buffer.
Then it walks through the filter’s used list and for each finfo found in that list it prints
the path where it is attached to, its priority and whether or not it is active.
Then in the open operation it just sends the desirable amount of data to the use space.
Either the whole lrfs msgbuf buffer, or just enough to satisfy the user-space request. The
user-space application may then parse the data to get needed informations.
It may seem not usual to load the data into the buffer in the open operation. Usually
the open operation is used just to allocate memory, or initialize some basic structures. But
in this case, when no other operation except read and close are available, the open will be
called if and only if the read operation is invoked upon the char device. Also I can avoid
checking whether or not is the buffer filled in the read operation.
There is the sample of the informations provided by the larefsdev char device.
Filter: Dummyflt
Used: 2
Registered operations: Open, Lookup,
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test1
Priority: 54
Active: 1
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test
Priority: 547
Active: 1
Filter: Testflt
Used: 1
Registered operations: Open, Lookup,
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test1
Priority: 54
Active: 0
As you can see in the example, there are two filters Dummyflt and Testflt. Both has
the same operations registered in LaReFS. The first one is used twice, thus it has two finfos
associated with it. The second one is attached to the single mount point and it is not active.
The larefsdev char device provides every needed information about the filters and
finfos. Also, it can be easily extended to provide more informations, or the data format can
be easily altered, because it is done just by printing informations into the buffer.
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Chapter 7
Using LaReFS
At this point the implementation part of the LaReFS should be clear. One last thing is
missing though. In this chapter I will describe how to use the LaReFS on a simple example.
For that purpose I have created very simple filter called Dummyflt.
Dummyflt is not adding any functionality, just registers some callbacks and prints out
debugging informations. It was very useful while debugging LaReFS and it will be very
useful to give an example on how to handle filter management in LaReFS.
And finally in the last section I will describe the basics about creating new filters. I will
also talk about the filter portation from the RedirFS module and what have to be done to
in order to make it work.
7.1 Registering interface
I have described registering interface in section 6.3.2, but in this section I want to give an
exact example on how it is being used. As I mentioned I have created simple filter called
Dummyflt for that purpose, so I will give some examples from using that filter.
First of all one has to create the callback functions. The prototype of the callback
function is described in section 6.3.2.
struct l a r e f s v o p v e c t o r dummyflt vnodeops [ ] = {
{LAREFS OPEN, pre dummyflt open , post dummyflt open } ,
{LAREFS LOOKUP, pre dummyflt lookup , post dummyflt open } ,
{LAREFS BOTTOM, NULL, NULL}
} ;
This structure is used to register two operations open and lookup. LAREFS OPEN LAREFS LOOKUP
are just a numbers form the enum which identifies the vnode operation. The whole set of
operations is defined as filter op id in larefs.h header file.
As I mentioned the set of operations can be easily extended by just creating the redi-
recting function and adding the new enum entry.
The last one LAREFS BOTTOM server as the counter of how many operations are supported
and it is used several times in the LaReFS. In this example, when creating a vector of
supported operations it serves as the breakpoint, because the LaReFS have no information
about how many operation is going to be registered, so when it hits the LAREFS BOTTOM it
knows that it is the last one.
When the vector of registered operations is created it may be putted into the larefs filter t
structure:
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stat ic struct l a r e f s f i l t e r t f i l t e r c o n f = {
”Dummyflt” ,
dummyflt vnodeops
} ;
and finally registered:
l a r e f s r e g i s t e r f i l t e r (& f i l t e r c o n f ) ;
7.2 Control the module
The LaReFS module can be controlled from user-space with the set of ioctl I have created
for that purpose. In fact there are four ioctl’s created. It is defined in the larefs.h as
follows:
#define LRFS ATTACH IOW( ’L ’ , 0 , struct l a r e f s a t t a c h i n f o )
#define LRFS DETACH IOW( ’L ’ , 1 , char [MAXFILTERNAME] )
#define LRFS TGLACT IOW( ’L ’ , 2 , char [MAXFILTERNAME] )
#define LRFS CHPRIO IOW( ’L ’ , 3 , struct l a r e f s p r i o r i n f o )
In this section I will describe the usage of every operation. To give an example and
keep it simple I have created the example control application called larefs. It supports
all those operations and one can use it either as the source of information how to create
control application of its own, or as the controlling application itself.
7.2.1 Attach/detach filter
After the LaReFS is mounted, existing filter can be easily attached to the mount point.
The only thing one needs to do is to fill the larefs attach info structure. The structure
is defined in larefs.h header file (as the most of objects needed from filter to cooperate
with the LaReFS) and its definition is as follows:
struct l a r e f s a t t a c h i n f o {
char name [MAXFILTERNAME] ;
int p r i o r i t y ;
} ;
Both items are mandatory. The name, obviously, identifies the filter you want to attach
and the priority will set the priority of the newly created finfo. If the name is not found
in the registered filters list, or there is a finfo with the same priority in the mount point’s
chain, EINVAl will be returned from the ioctl and the filter will not be attached.
Note that you can invoke this ioctl on any vnode under the LaReFS mount point. The
filter will be attached to the mount point anyway, but in the future it can be used to attach
the filter to that vnode and give even more control over the filter usage. There is some
space for improvements.
You can attach and detach filter from the mount point using the example application
like this (assuming that /usr is the LaReFS mount point):
l a r e f s attach Dummyflt 10 / usr
l a r e f s detach Dummyflt / usr
When detaching the filter just its name is required as the argument for the ioctl.
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7.2.2 Change priority
The priority is set when the filter is attached to the point point. Finfo with the defined
priority is then created in the mount point’s filter chain. Also, there may be need for
changing the priority while filter it already attached. For that purpose LRFS CHPRIO ioctl
is present.
One have to provide structure larefs prior info which is just another name for the
structure larefs attach info. The priority in this case is the new priority to be set. Ioctl
then searches the rb rtee, removes the finfo from it, because I have to keep it sorted, thus
I can not just change the priority in place, then change the priority and put the finfo back
into the mount point’s rb tree.
Note that when the finfo with the same priority is already present in the filter chain,
priority will not be changed and EINVAL will be returned from the ioctl.
You can change the filter’s priority in the LaReFS mount point using the example
application like this:
l a r e f s p r i o r i t y Dummyflt 5000 / usr
This will change the priority of the Dummyflt filter at /usr mount point from 10 to
5000. Of course when no filter with that name is found in the filter chain, the EINVAL will
be returned.
7.2.3 Toggle active
There is one last ioctl to be described LRFS TGLACT. When the filter is attached to the mount
point it is active immediately. But there may be the need to inactivate the filter without
removing the filter module from the FreeBSD kernel. For that purpose LRFS TGLACT ioctl
is present.
Argument for that ioctl is just a name of the module. It simply finds the finfo of that
name in the mount point’s filter chain and change the active flag. This flag is being checked
while going through the filter chain, so when filter is not active it will be ignored.
This ioctl does not set the activity of the filter, but just toggles it. I have chosen this
approach rather than setting the filter active/inactive, because the user-space application
need to keep track of the filter activity, thus it has all the necessary information to decide
what to do when user wants some filter active or inactive.
You can change filter’s activity using the example application like this:
l a r e f s t o g g l e Dummyflt / usr
Of course all the informations about the filter can be retrieved from the larefsdev char
device.
7.3 Filters
Filters are the most important part of the LaReFS, because without filters there is no point
to have the LaReFS at all. When creating the LaReFS filter one must have a few things in
mind.
First of all, one have to count with the fact, that the filter can be used multiple times in
the different LaReFS mount points and with different priorities. The second thing is that
for every pre callback there will be a post callback. So when you are using the data pointer
to attach some data in the pre callback, you should free the data in the post callback.
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The vop generic args possibly provides every information you may have need, but you
have to dig a little, because for different operation, there may by different fields. And of
course the vnodes in that structure will be the larefs vnodes (if situated under the mount
point), and you can translate that into the lower layer node.
Aside the Dummyflt module there is not any useful filter made just yet, but it may be
ported from the RediFS easily. The idea of porting filters from the RedirFS is, that you
should replace the entry point file, with all the module registration, filter registration and
operation registration and make it separate for the RedirFS and LaReFS, because there are
major changes to be made in that file.
The differences between the Linux and FreeBSD and of course differences between
RedirFS and LaReFS had been well described in this thesis, so there is no doubt that it
is not an easy task to port module from Linux to FreeBSD. But the RedirFS and LaReFS
interface was made pretty easy and similar enough to make the port possible.
7.4 Further improvements
Although the LaReFS module if fully functional and it copies the RedirFS functionality
very well, there are many things that can be improved. For example some useful filter is yet
to be made. There is only one filter called Dummyflt and it serves like an example of the
filter-LaReFS interface. Porting any of the RedirFS filters would be very much possible.
Another thing what may be changed is the way that filters are attached to the mount
point. It may be possible to attach filter not just to the mount point, but even to any
directory below this mount point. The LareFS is prepared for that functionality, but the
mechanism to check paths while going through the filter chain is yet to be created.
Similar problem may be path exclusion. RedirFS has the ability to exclude the path
from the filter chain. However, LaReFS design is pretty different. Because there is need
to mount the LaReFS first and then attach the filter to it, there is no easy way how to
exclude path from that mount point, because the operations will still hit the LaReFS no
matter what. So there must be some internal mechanism to distinguish paths, but it may
be very expensive operation. It may be interesting to look further at this problem.
Because there is not any useful filter for now, the LaReFS was not extensively tested
yet. I have done my best to test the LaReFS validity with the Dummyflt, but it may not be
enough. Also, there are possibly other features missing and this can emerge in the process
of the filter creation, or port from the RedirFS.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis I have described RedirFS framework in detail. It shows up that the RedirFS
framework implementation rely on the Virtual Filesystem and its architecture was built to
meet Linux kernel specific needs.
I also described both Linux and FreeBSD kernel module handling and differences in
Virtual Filesystem implementation. Even though Linux and FreeBSD kernels are built on
similar thoughts, both systems differs. The biggest difference I care about is in the VFS
layer, which rely on the file, inode and dentry objects and its affiliated operations in Linux
kernel whereas in FreeBSD there is single vnode object comprising large and extensible set
of operations and hiding all the work behind.
For this and other reasons, RedirFS port creation was not an easy task. I have proposed
several possible ways to implement RedirFS functionality in FreeBSD, using some proven
FreeBSD internal infrastructure, but all of them have its own specific problems and needs.
I have even speculated about native port, but due to the difference between both kernels,
the result would be pain to maintain, so I leave those speculations.
Finally I have chosen the stackable file system approach. The simple idea behind this
was to create new file system layer which will provide interface for attaching and managing
filters. Although it would be possible to take the same approach as Mr. Hrbata took when
implementing RedirFS and build entire mechanism of altering file system’s specific vnode
operations, I have decided not to do that for several reasons.
Mainly, the FreeBSD developers does not like the idea of changing vnode operation
behind file system back, and I must say neither do I. After all FreeBSD support the stacking
file system so why not to use it. With that decision I have created working alternative to
the RedirFS module. Although the LaReFS module is usable there are still many things to
improve as I described in section 7.4.
The main purpose of this thesis was to port the RedirFS Linux kernel module to
FreeBSD, respectively to create module with similar functionality in FreeBSD kernel. I
have created that module and aside the fact that there are still some things to be done,
it is usable and with proper set of filters there may not be any big difference between the
RedirFS and LaReFS.
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Appendix A
Content of CD
larefs/
Contains all source code and Makefile to build larefs module. Also contains README
file.
Makefile
Main Makefile which builds all modules and example application.
README
Manual and Brief informations about the LaReFS.
sbin/larefs/
Example control application source code and Makefile.
sys/dev/larefsdev/
Source code for larefsdev char device.
sys/filters/dummyflt/
Source code for Dummyflt filter.
sys/fs/larefs/
Source code for larefs itself.
sys/modules/*
Makefiles for all kernel modules.
thesis/
Contains all source code and Makefile to build thesis from tex files.
fig/
Contains all images used in this thesis.
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Appendix B
Manual
LAYERED REDIRECTING FILE SYSTEM MODULE
======================================
Author: Lukas Czerner <czerner.lukas@gmail.com>
Date: Apr 30, 2010
This module provides a functionality similar to LKM RedirFS
(www.redirfs.org). It provides ability to use filters to improve underlying
file systems, add some missing features to them, or create on-access file
scanning etc.
Larefs is the new layer derived from nullfs with special interface for
communication with filters. It is just a new layer above existing file
system, it means, that any vnode operation going through that layer may be
redirected to any filter attached to it.
Filters are also kernel modules with special interface, which allows to
register themselves and its operations to the larefs layer. Filters can be
attached/detached with the ioctl calls, example application for
attaching/detaching filters is included.
FEATURES IMPLEMENTED
--------------------
* Register new filter
* Register filter’s pre/post operations
* Attach filter to larefs mountpoint
* Redirect registered pre/post operations to the filers
* Detach filter from larefs mountpoint
* Activate/deactivate filters
* Change filters priority
* LOCKING !
* provide information about filters to userspace
FEATURES MISSING
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----------------
* Attach filter to the specified directory under mountpoint
* Exclude subtree from the filter
* Library to control Larefs
* Any usefull filter
* Possibly some others
FILTERS
-------
* Dummyflt - filer to demonstrate functionality
BUGS
----
* Probably some
* There is a lot of debugging code and it may be annoying.
SUPPORTED VNODE OPERATIONS
--------------------------
LAREFS_ACCESS
LAREFS_ACCESSX
LAREFS_GETATTR
LAREFS_INACTIVE
LAREFS_LOOKUP
LAREFS_OPEN
LAREFS_RECLAIM
LAREFS_RENAME
LAREFS_SETATTR
LAREFS_IOCTL
USAGE
-----
1. Build it :
> make
2. Load larefs module :
> kldload sys/modules/larefs/larefs.ko
3. Mount it somewhere :
> mount -t larefs dir dir
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4. Load some filter module
> kldload sys/modules/dummyflt/dummyflt.ko
5. Attach filter to the larefs
> sbin/larefs/larefs attach Dummyflt 10 dir
6. Go ahead and try it, there is A LOT OF DEBUGGING CODE !!!
7. Toggle active/inactive filter
> sbin/larefs/larefs toggle Dummyflt dir
8. Change filter’s priority
> sbin/larefs/larefs priority Dummyflt 5000 dir
8. Detach filter from the larefs
> sbin/larefs/larefs detach Dummyflt dir
9. Umount && unload
> umount dir && kldunload dummyflt larefs
RETRIEVE INFORMATION ABOUT FILTERS
----------------------------------
To provide possibility to get information about filters I have created
another module called larefsdev. This simple module creates a virtual char
device /dev/lrfs which can provide many possible information about the
filters.
Just load a module :
> kldload sys/dev/larefsdev/larefsdev.ko
And look at the information it provides:
> cat /dev/lrfs
Filter: Dummyflt
Used: 2
Registered operations: Open, Lookup,
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test1
Priority: 54
Active: 1
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test
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Priority: 547
Active: 1
Filter: Testflt
Used: 1
Registered operations: Open, Lookup,
Path: /usr/home/me/larefs/test1
Priority: 54
Active: 0
Just make sure that you have loaded the larefs module first, because it
depends on it.
LICENCE
-------
Copyright (c) 2010
Lukas Czerner <czerner.lukas@gmail.com>. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ‘‘AS IS’’ AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
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